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Magnum achievement guide and roadmap

acheev Steam No Missed Achievements (plus 5 Unknowns) Game: Random Heroes: Gold EditionPeripherals: –Time 100%: 2 hours Goldness: 2/10Ei without trophies: noneAuthor: Knoef_NL Welcome to the award guide Random heroes: Gold Edition. This can also be considered a demo and can be used on PlayStation 4, Xbox One, and Steam. In almost
all cases, the achievements of Steam and Xbox are the same as the PlayStation 4 Trophies. The roadmap is set out in the steps below. Follow us on Twitter for the latest news and donations. Step 1 – Roadmap to Platinum for Platinum Trophy you need to complete the first 3 worlds. Keep an eye on the following: Earning stars 1) Earning stars opens up
heroes. A total of 46 stars are required2) You can earn 3 stars at each level: 2A) Don't get hit (is always colored. It fades when you get hit.) 2B) Collect all spawning coins (no enemy spawning coins need to be collected) 2C) Kill all enemiesIf you don't have enough stars towards the end, just repeat some levels. Heroes Earn Enough Stars (46) should offer
you a total of 15 new heroes, as shown below. Every hero had his own statistic. One has more health, some have more damage. The best all round heroes are:– First Hero– General (Third Row, Second Hero)– Pirate (Fourth Row, Second Hero) There are quite a few weapons available, but all you have to do is buy the following:– Magnum– TwinShot Gun–
Shotgun– SMG Gun – Plasma Pistol Kill Enemies There are plenty of kill enemy XXX awards. To earn all these, just play until you reach the boss in world 3. You can earn all the trophies during these levels. Crystal skull Crystal skull can be found on level 1 of the world 6. Watch the video below for a full step-by-step scan. Step 2 – Final bosses There are 3
end bosses that need to be killed. Frankly, they are quite easy to destroy. World 1 – Downtown (click on the video)Shoot a few times until the boss comes up against you. When that happens, jump on the platform. Wait for the laser to run out, and then start firing again. Repeat until it's beaten. World 2 – Drains (click on the video)It is best to use a magnum
and not a double stick shotgun for this boss. Keep shooting the boss until he goes into its shell. When that happens, slowly walk forward. When the ammo stops, go back and repeat. World 3 – Cemetery (click on the video)Press and hold the fire button and jump three times on site to dodge ammunition. When the boss jumps at you, move to the other side of
the room. Repeat until he dies. Trophyes Platinum HeroGet all other awards princessunlock princess heroine. The crystal skull finds a crystal skull. Plasma pistolOd plasma pistol gun. PunkUnlock punk hero Horned sarvipäinen pomo Turtle BossDefeat the the boss HopperKill hopper enemy ShredderKill shredder enemy BomberKill bomber enemy
PirateUnlock pirate hero Track ShooterKill track shooter shooter enemy Red HornedKill red horn enemy BrainWormKill brainworm enemy ShotgunBuy shotgun HoboUnlock hobo hero Zombie ShooterKill zombie shooter enemy Muscular BossDefeat muscular boss WormKill worm enemy Zombie TurtleKill zombie turtle enemy FlyerKill flyer enemy Zombie
RunnerKill zombie runner enemy GentlemanUnlock gentleman hero ZombieKill zombie enemy Professor Lock Professor Hero LunaticUnlock Crazy Hero CopUnlock Police Hero TwinShotBuy TwinShot Gun MagnumBuy Magnum Gun TruckerUnlock Truck Hero AgentUnlock Agent Hero NinjaUnlock Ninja Hero MimeUnlock mime hero HippieUnlock Hippie
hero GeneralUnlock common hero DinoUnlock Dino hero SMGBuy SMG Gun FacebookTwitterLinkedInRedditEmail Tell me Why has now been published and this achievement guide and roadmap in detail, what is needed to achieve all achievements of the game as well as Windows PC and Xbox 1 with . Overview Estimated achievement difficulty: 2/10
Estimated completion time: 10-15 hours Offline achievements: 30, seemingly 1,500 Gamerscore Online Achievements: 0 Missable Achievement: 0 Glitched Achievements: 0 Has difficulty affected achievements? No Minimum playthroughs: 1 full, maybe 2 full depending on your bond choices Introduction Welcome to tell me why, the narrative told three
separate chapters. DONTNOD and Microsoft have confirmed with Stevivor that game achievements will be enabled in batches scheduled for the release of each chapter. Thus, this guide will be updated with each new song. Update: Achievements have been scraped, although it's unclear how some are unlocked because they didn't pop up during the game.
In addition, the Gamerscore appropriations are not yet known. Much of what has been achieved is through normal progress, although some require specific action. We keep achievement information common below if you want to read through each chapter to identify when you need to perform certain activities. To preserve the story of the game, we
recommend playing through the chapter without looking at the details below, although it is entirely up to you. You can play tasks if you need a specific achievement on two occasions: Isolation Mode Restart from this specific point and playing outside of it all When you repeat, we recommend choosing an isolation mode unless you want to explore alternative
paths in the story. In these parts, you can skip the cuts to move faster, but keep Y. Tell me why chapter 1 achievements Rearview Mirror (50GS): Leave Fireweed Residential Center got through This is despicable (50GS): When we say locked, it's locked You get this by trying to open the locked door several times (we got it in three). We got this by constantly
trying to open ronan's family barn. (Chapter: Big wooden house) One for the collection (25GS): I found the collectibles from the first Goblins book. The first one can be found under Ronan's house. (Chapter: Big wooden house) Homecoming (50GS): Go to Ronan House, obtained through normal progression. Cunning Goblins (50GS): Solve the puzzle at
Mary-Ann's door The answer is Moose, Bear, Pelican (see below). (Chapter: Big wooden house) Full confession (50GS): Have Tessa tell you everything she knows. We did this by presenting the following things in vechh's store (and don't worry - the achievement seems to pop up a long way after you've spoken to Tessa): Choose Tyler's memory (Mary-Ann
was angry) Get Tom to put on the music that Mary-Ann and Tessa claimed; then follow your memories Turn on Tessa's computer and read an email from the Alliance for Traditional Families Grab the 2004 ledger in the closet Reply October 2004 when you question Tessa's Answer You told her about the camp next (Chapter: Rashomon) Hacking 101 (50GS):
Hack into police department computer. This password is Salem and is the name of the 2006 Iditarod winner, according to a note in Dee's closet. Enter the password on the receiving computer and D. Wilson. (Chapter: Service and Protection) Tied to a lie (50GS): Remember the night the twins agreed to lie. After getting coffee from the break room at the police
station, be sure to look in the interrogation room and trigger the memory inside. (Chapter: Service and Protection) We need to talk (25GS): It took time to talk about things with your twin. We have a call to sit on the bench in the police station dressing room to pick this up. (Chapter: Service and Protection) Chapter 1 (100GS): You have completed Chapter 1
obtained through normal progression. Tell me why Chapter 2 Achievements (Don't forget collectibles throughout this chapter!) Kick me: Put a post-it note on Tyler's back. After Tyler puts post-it notes on you to put things around the house, put one on him. (Chapter: Ahoy Goblins!) Prove to Tyler that moo boxes are fun. When you go to clean the sofa table in
the living room, the moo box can be found on its bottom shelf. Keep using it until this pops. (Chapter: Ahoy Goblins!) Guess who?: Find out who inspired every character in Goblin's book. Go to the kitchen table and figure this out. the answers are: Left — The Pious Pelican (Tessa) Centre — Stalwart Moose (Eddy) Right — Old Bear (Sam) (Chapter: Ahoy
Goblins!) Arborglyph: Fix the old graffiti on the tree. Before you leave the stop, there's a big tree near the car. Interact with the tree. (Chapter: Compass Northstar) State Your Emergency: Find a recording of the twins' 911 call. When you are in the police station archives office, you need to use a computer to check ronan children and March 1st 2005 tags
during the search (they will appear when you find more evidence). This will open the digitized audio recording of the call. Play it! (Chapter: Cold case) Find out about Mary-Ann's past and death. Probably obtained through normal progress (Chapter: Cold Case) Remember Strange Vampyr: Find three classic posters. There are three posters at the back of
vecchi's shop. One with a camera is behind Michael, the other with Panda is in the left corner of the room from Michael and the other with a glass of red wine behind the room. (Chapter: Plushy Fight!) Sharp shooter: Win a hefty fight. Kick Michael's ass in the back seat of vecchi's store. (Chapter: Plushy Fight!) Rest in peace: Make peace with Mary-Ann in the
cemetery. Probably obtained through normal progression. (Read: Last Lubrication) Chapter 2: You finished chapter 2. Done through normal progress. (videos coming on September 4 at 2am AEST) Tell me why Chapter 3 Achievements (Don't forget collectibles throughout this chapter!) Mailbox bandit: Find out who the mailbox bandit really is. When you're in
the break room at the police station, eavesdapp Dee's conversation in the main room and then answer when the animal, when she comes in and starts talking about the bandit. (Read: Paternity Test) Just one fix: Help Sam fix the engine. You need a red tank to do this, which is in the room to Sam's right (when you look at him). Check the top cabinet on the
left side of the room. (Chapter: Adrift) Are you my father?: Learn the truth about Sam's relationship with the twins. Probably part of the way forward. (Chapter: Adrift) Fish all fish: Catch all fish Michael. There are three fish to catch. Follow the instructions – hold RT to reel in the fish and hold the LT in a sweet place to finish the job. It's almost impossible to
succeed. (Chapter: Selected family) Princess's lost treasure: Uncover the princess's lost treasure. (Chapter: Princess and Tiara) And everything in place: Place all the collectibles in the a tot. Twins4life: Complete the story with twins strongly intertwined. This is achieved by playing the game and making choices that bind the twins (represented by joining the
stars) instead of the stars drifting apart and then playing to the end of the game. Depending on your choices, some of trueAchievements say you can focus on this chapter 3, and others say you need to restart Chapter 1 or 2 to do so. (Chapter: Veni, Vidi, Vecchi or Epilogue) Life Tears Us Apart: Complete the story as the twin's bond weakens. This is
obtained from: playing the game and making choices that drive the twins apart (with the stars drifting apart) instead of the stars joining, and then play to the end of the game. Depending on your choices, some of trueAchievements say you can focus on this chapter 3, and others say you need to restart Chapter 1 or 2 to do so. (Chapter: Veni, Vidi, Vecchi or
Epilogue) (Chapter: Veni, Vidi, Vecchi or Epilogue) New Chapter: Start writing a new chapter with Alyson. This will open when you finish the game without a strong bond with your sister. Some TrueAchievements sites have posted that you have to repeat and break the bond from Chapter 1 or Chapter 2 onwards to both achievements, since some who started
this sync in Chapter 3 only opened this up. (Chapter: Epilogue) Lock-Up And Go: Lock the doors and leave Ronan House with Tyler. This will open when you finish the game with a strong bond with your sister. (Chapter: Epilogue) Explain why Chapter 1 will be available for Windows PC and Xbox One from August 28, 2019, which is part of the Xbox Game
Pass. The remaining two episodes will be released weekly on Friday. FacebookTwitterLinkedInRedditEmail FacebookTwitterLinkedInRedditEmail
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